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Abstract
The primary aim of this investigation was to determine what combination of target word
variables (frequency, patternedness, length, cognateness, lexicalization) could best
predict the difQiculty of incidentally acquiring vocabulary through reading. A group of
adult English First Language (EL1) (n = 20) and adult English as a Foreign Language
(EFL) (n = 32) learners were given a copy of an unmodiQied English novel containing
nonce words to read within two weeks. After reading, they were given an unexpected
meaning recall translation assessment measuring acquisition of 49 target nonce words.
Results indicated that previously unknown frequently occurring shorter length cognates
incidentally encountered are more likely to be acquired and retained by adult EFL
learners and it was generally easier for EL1 learners to acquire and retain more
frequently occurring lexicalized cognates. Results also indicate that the frequency of
exposure to target words mattered more to the EFL and less to the EL1 learners.
Correlations between patternedness and assessment results for both groups were not
signiQicant, further indicating no statistically signiQicant effect of repeated surrounding
contexts on incidental acquisition. Pedagogical and methodological implications are
discussed.
Introduction
Within language acquisition research there exists a substantial body of literature
supporting extensive reading as a means of vocabulary growth for both Qirst (L1) and
second (L2) language learners (for reviews see Huckin & Coady, 1999; Krashen, 2003;
Nagy & Herman, 1987; Swanborn & de Glopper, 1999; Waring & Nation, 2004). This is
due in part to extensive reading being considered an excellent source of input for
vocabulary that must be acquired to become advanced in the target language but which
appears less frequently in aural input. Moreover, vocabulary acquisition through
extensive reading has been considered as occurring incidentally because learners are
focused on the task of reading instead of learning vocabulary (Hulstijn, 2001). Due to the
ease of access to extensive reading materials as a source of input for learners, incidental
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vocabulary acquisition has become an issue of interest in input-oriented language
acquisition theories (Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; McQuillan, 1996; Meara, 1997;
Nagy, Anderson, & Herman, 1987; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985; Pigada & Schmitt,
2006; inter alia).
In recent years, incidental vocabulary acquisition has continued to gain attention, with a
large number of extensive reading studies investigating the effect variables have on the
incidental acquisition of vocabulary through reading. Some of the variables have
included text genre (Shokouhi & Maniati, 2009), vocabulary word class (Kweon & Kim,
2008), context (Webb, 2008a), collocation (Wible, Liu, & Tsao, 2011), text modiQication
(Negari & Rouhi, 2012), and word frequency (Hulstijn, Hollander, & Greidanus, 1996).
Although a review of the incidental vocabulary acquisition literature shows evidence
that a number of these variables affect the incidental acquisition of vocabulary through
reading, examining these studies individually reveals many of the studies examined the
effect of an isolated variable or its combined effect with frequency of exposure on
acquisition without taking into consideration the possible effects of other moderating
variables. Therefore, the core aim of the current study was to not only investigate
whether a previously unexplored variable may affect the incidental acquisition of
vocabulary through reading but in doing so also take into consideration the effects of
previously investigated variables. More speciQically, the following research questions are
addressed:
1. What combination of investigated variables (frequency, patternedness, length,
cognateness, lexicalization) predicts the difQiculty of incidentally acquiring
vocabulary through reading?
2. Is the incidental acquisition of vocabulary encountered while reading affected by
patternedness of the context surrounding target words?
Literature Review
Vocabulary Acquisition and Extensive Reading
Although researchers seem reluctant in pointing out a single variable responsible for L1
vocabulary growth exhibited in children, several researchers have claimed that one
variable in particular, direct instruction, cannot be the main reason for this growth.
Generally, their conclusions are that direct instruction is very powerful in that it
provides learners with a lot of explication regarding a single word’s meaning and use,
but when speaking in terms of breadth verses depth, learning from direct instruction is
still not enough to account for the amount of vocabulary children acquire. Instead,
researchers advocate a method of through context as a preferred means for learners to
acquire vocabulary knowledge. Most researchers agree with Jenkins et al. (1984) that L1
vocabulary growth in children is likely due to incidental acquisition through reading.
Nagy and Herman (1987) stress that the long-term beneQits of learning vocabulary from
context should be taken into consideration by both language learners and educators.
They claim that direct instruction is only effective for a small number of words and that
the long-term effect of learning vocabulary from context encountered over lengthier
periods of time outweighs the beneQits of direct instruction. In fact, school-aged English
as a Qirst language (EL1) learners receive direct instruction for only a few hundred
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words a year (Nagy, 1997). This means that teachers are not spending very much time
on teaching vocabulary, leaving Jenkins et al. (1984) as well as Nagy et al. (1985) to draw
the conclusion that most vocabulary learning occurs incidentally through reading. For
example, even a modest amount (25 minutes) of reading a day for 200 days out of a year
would expose EL1 learners to between 15,000 and 30,000 unfamiliar words (Nagy &
Herman, 1987). If one in 20 of those words were learned, that would yield a yearly
increase of between 750 and 1,500 words. Teaching the meanings of individual words
that appear within student texts may only help with comprehension of those particular
texts, leaving students unable to cope with other texts. Nagy and Anderson (1984)
advocate wide reading as a more useful approach that could lead to multiple encounters
of the same words in a variety of meaningful contexts. They further stress that “trying to
expand [EL1] children’s vocabularies by teaching them words one by one, ten by ten, or
even hundred by hundred would appear to be an exercise of futility” (p. 328).
Likewise, some L2 researchers claim learning incidentally is not only one strategy to
acquiring a large vocabulary, it is the preferred strategy. Several scholars point out that
vocabulary learning cannot happen in isolation. They suggest that when vocabulary is
presented in context, the learner is expected to understand not only the meaning of the
vocabulary item but also how the meaning is incorporated into the surrounding text. In
this way, L2 learners get a richer sense of the word’s use and meaning (Huckin & Coady,
1999). Contexts can also provide an abundance of knowledge about target vocabulary
that traditional teaching methods may not always be able to provide, including
knowledge of grammatical features, collocates, situations for use, and Qine aspects of
meaning (Nation, 2013). Moreover, the importance of presenting vocabulary in context
becomes even more obvious in terms of comprehension. Knowing how a vocabulary
word contributes to the overall meaning of a text cannot be gained simply from a
dictionary deQinition. This requires context rich exposure with an opportunity to
incorporate this exposure into background knowledge.
One of the most enjoyable and contextually rich types of incidental exposure to
vocabulary occurs through the reading of novels (Krashen, 1994). Horst, Cobb, and
Meara (1998) called for researchers to use longer texts (i.e., chapter books, graded
readers) in incidental vocabulary acquisition studies. However, besides one EL1 study
(Saragi, Nation, & Meister, 1978) conducted prior to Horst et al. (1998), only four
published studies have used novel-length target texts (Lehmann, 2007; Pellicer-Sá nchez
& Schmitt, 2010; Pigada & Schmitt, 2006; Waring & Takaki, 2003). Lehmann (2007)
allowed EFL learners ten weeks to read a 235-page novel. Pigada and Schmitt (2006)
allowed a French as a foreign language learner to read approximately 30,000 tokens
over four weeks and Pellicer-Sá nchez and Schmitt (2010) allowed an approximately
67,000-token novel to be read by EFL learners over four weeks. The time given for
participants to Qinish reading longer target texts in previous studies was from as little as
three days for EL1 readers to ten weeks for EFL readers. The studies that required
participants to read within a controlled environment used two of the shortest novels
(Horst et al., 1998; Waring & Takaki, 2003); the studies that allowed learners to take
novels outside the classroom used relatively longer novels (Lehmann, 2007; PellicerSá nchez & Schmitt, 2010; Pigada & Schmitt, 2006; Saragi et al., 1978). The
methodologies of these studies seem to indicate that when longer texts are selected as
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target texts for participants, more naturalistic extensive reading habits are fostered
whereas shorter texts are given to participants to read in more controlled settings.
Giving participants target texts to Qinish in class would limit the length of the texts since
they may not be able to Qinish long ones within limited class time (Pitts, White, &
Krashen, 1989). Furthermore, requiring research participants to remain in a controlled
environment until they Qinish reading does not reQlect realistic language learning.
Incidental Vocabulary Acquisition
Incidental vocabulary acquisition occurs when learners engaged in reading acquire
vocabulary as a by-product (Nagy, 1997). Hulstijn (2001) further deQines incidental
vocabulary acquisition in terms of experimental research design. When participants are
not aware they will receive assessment on vocabulary knowledge, any words acquired
during the reading are assumed to have been acquired incidentally; expecting a future
assessment would increase the likelihood of intentional vocabulary learning. Similarly,
Swanborn and de Glopper (1999) deQine incidental vocabulary learning as the opposite
of intentional vocabulary learning, where the “word incidental implies that the purpose
for reading does not speciQically provoke learning or directing attention to the meaning
of unknown words” (p. 262).
Context
One of the important variables that have been of constant interest to the incidental
vocabulary acquisition research community has been the effect that contextual support
has on acquisition. Researchers have investigated the claim by Saragi et al. (1978) that
context can cause a difference in vocabulary acquisition. Researchers have rated the
contexts in which target vocabulary appeared by how much information they believed
was provided to allow learners to infer the meaning of target vocabulary. Then they tried
to determine if higher rated contexts were more inQluential on acquisition than raw
frequency of exposure. Webb (2008a), for example, exposed EFL learners to different
rated one to two sentence long contexts containing target words. He found participants
exposed to a few high rated contexts signiQicantly outperformed participants exposed to
more low rated contexts. This result was in contrast to previous research that tended to
indicate that higher frequency of exposure would lead to greater acquisition outcomes
(Horst et al., 1998; Rott, 1999; Saragi et al., 1978). According to Webb (2008a), “the
quality of the context rather than the number of encounters with target words may have
a great effect on gaining knowledge of meaning” (p. 232).
Other studies, however, found that additional variables were more inQluential than
context. Zahar, Cobb, and Spada (2001), for example, came to a much different
conclusion regarding the acquisition of English as a Second Language (ESL) learners
than that of Webb (2007, 2008a) with EFL learners. When comparing the inQluence of
frequency of exposure and context, Zahar et al. (2001) found “the effect of contextual
support…to be subordinate to frequency” (p. 555). Furthermore, Tekmen and Daloğ lu
(2006), replicating Zahar et al. (2001), also found frequency to play an inQluential role in
incidental learning of vocabulary, but it did not necessarily play a greater role for lower
level learners than higher-level learners.
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The seemingly Qluctuating effect of frequency between studies could be due to the
differences in the texts read or the properties of the words assessed, a point that has
often been overlooked in previous incidental vocabulary acquisition research, making
comparisons between studies troublesome. It should also be noted that other variables
besides context or frequency, not of interest in these previous studies, could have also
inQluenced acquisition outcomes.
Cognates
One variable that could have affected the acquisition results reported in previous
research is the cognate status of the target words assessed. Cognates are identiQied as
words that are similar in sound and meaning between two languages (Lado, 1955). For
example, in Spanish, there are numerous words that sound like certain English words
and have the same meaning as the corresponding English words; therefore, Spaniards
feel it easy to recognize English cognate words in their beginning stage of learning
(Lado, 1955). Moreover, due to the similarity in sound and meaning, cognates facilitate
English instruction as well (Lado, 1955). Daulton (2003) found eight EFL learners at a
Japanese university felt cognates served as a useful guide for them to acquire English
because they are easy to grasp during the learning process; in addition, these learners
preferred using cognates rather than non-cognates in their written output. Similarly,
Willis and Ohashi (2012) found 69 Japanese EFL learners learned and retained cognates
more easily than non-cognates. Tonzar, Lotto, and Job (2009) found Italian learners were
able to grasp the meaning of German and English cognates with less difQiculty than noncognates. They further found cognates act as a strong cue when translating from the L2
to the L1. Nevertheless, L1 words with the same form but different meaning in the L2
(i.e., deceptive cognates) may hinder rather than encourage L2 acquisition (Lado, 1955;
Tonzar et al., 2009). Therefore, using cognates correctly requires more practice, as
learners should assure whether the meaning Qits the context (Daulton, 2003).
There has been little direct research on the incidental acquisition of cognates through
reading. Vidal (2011), in comparing the effects of reading and listening on incidental
vocabulary acquisition, did Qind that extensive reading facilitated the acquisition of L2
words that were cognate with L1 words. Still, L2 learners may not be aware of the L2
cognate or they may not feel conQident that the L2 cognate is not a false cognate. In short,
teachers will feel cognates are easier to teach and learners will feel cognates are easier
to learn, that is, as long as they are aware of deceptive cognates.
Lexicalization
Another factor that could make a word easier to acquire in an L2 is whether the word is
lexicalized in the L1. Paribakht (2005) found L1 Farsi-speaking EFL learners knew fewer
English words that were non-lexicalized than lexicalized in the EFL learners’ L1 and
relied more on inferencing when encountering non-lexicalized words through reading.
Based on Webb (2007), Chen and Truscott (2010) conducted a study with L1 Chinesespeaking EFL learners to determine the effect of L1 lexicalization on the acquisition of
seven aspects of word meaning through the reading of 1-2 sentence long contexts
containing target English words. Results largely supported results reported in Webb
(2007) as well as showing that words in the L2 with no lexicalized counterpart in the L1
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were more difQicult to learn than L2 words that had a lexicalized counterpart in the L1.
The study was further replicated by Heidari-Shahreza and Tavakoli (2012) with L1Persian speaking EFL learners; they found a signiQicant difference in acquisition between
non-lexicalized and lexicalized words.
Word Length
Although it is generally accepted that longer L2 words are more difQicult to acquire than
shorter words, the incidental vocabulary acquisition research has not given the issue
much attention. Instead, researchers have tended to ensure the length of the target
words selected to appear on the assessments is fairly equal. Laufer (1990), however,
does provide a review of pivotal studies investigating the effect of word length on the
acquisition of L2 vocabulary that indicate longer words are generally more difQicult to
acquire than shorter words but this signiQicance seems to disappear as the proQiciency in
the L2 improves.
Patternedness
Although the lack of investigation on particular variables could be somewhat
responsible for the difference in acquisition outcomes of previous research, differences
in the effects of certain variables such as context investigated by Webb (2007) and Zahar
et al. (2001) could also be due to the type of context in which the target words appeared.
In Webb (2007) EFL learners read isolated sentences whereas in Zahar et al. (2001) ESL
learners read a story taken from their ESL textbooks. This distinction highlights the
importance of operationalizing similar terminology used in describing research
variables. Furthermore, this opens the research community up to exploring other types
of contextual support. The current investigation aims to determine whether the
occurrence of target words within repeated surrounding context affects their incidental
acquisition. Here patternedness refers to a reoccurring n-gram surrounding a target
word in the target text read by participants. Incidental L2 vocabulary acquisition
research has emphasized an importance in investigating the number of contextual
exposures learners require in order to acquire a word, however, in doing so research has
not taken into consideration an enriched contextual view of language learning.
SpeciQically, incidental vocabulary acquisition research has not investigated the effect
repetition of target words in the same surrounding context may have on acquisition,
with only a few studies (e.g., Pigada & Schmitt, 2006; Rott, 1999) mentioning the need
for research to factor in the effects of collocations and other phraseological units on the
incidental acquisition of vocabulary through reading. SpeciQically, would the incidental
acquisition of a word encountered n-times in the same contiguous sequence of words be
similar to a word encountered the same number of times but in different sequences of
words? Would the repeated surrounding context somehow help to induce the incidental
acquisition of the target word? Much of the past research on incidental vocabulary
acquisition has examined the frequency variable by counting typographical units
separated by white space on a page and looking for a correlation between frequencies
and acquisition, failing to consider different types of contextual support. The current
investigation is the Qirst to have considered whether a target word appearing in the same
surrounding context (i.e., the same word forms surrounding a target word) could have
an effect on incidental vocabulary acquisition.
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It seems appropriate here to reference the famous quote by Firth (1957, p. 11): “You
shall know a word by the company it keeps.” Without considering the inQluence of the
surrounding context of a target word, very little can be known about the acquisition of
the word in question. Moon (1997, p. 43) cautions against results gained from
considering words in isolation because as soon as words are part of a text they are
“meaningful and inseparable units” with the other co-occurring words appearing within
the text. Research by scholars such as Bolinger (1976, 1977) and Pawley and Syder
(1983) stress that formulaic sequences are widespread in language and people are
dependent on memorization of such sequences for faster processing. Taking a contextual
view of vocabulary through the consideration of target words’ repeated appearance
within the same context could provide more insight into the incidental acquisition of
vocabulary through reading.
Previous research has shown similarities and differences in how L1 and L2 speakers of a
language process multiword patterns. Ullman (2005) asserts that when a person
processes native language vocabulary, then two memory systems are employed: a
declarative memory system is used for the storage of memorized phrases and a
procedural system is used for processing rules of a language. Ullman (2005) further
theorizes that when the same person is processing an L2, especially in early stages of L2
development, the declarative memory system is relied on more than the procedural
memory system. Wray (2002) notes that in the beginning stages of learning an L2 the
use of formulaic sequences allow for an easy way to express meaning and to
communicate (e.g., Hi, how are you?; Fine, thank you.; I don’t know.; where is the
[noun]?). However, as L2 learners develop the ability to create novel sentences, their
ability to use formulaic language seems to fall short and they produce utterances that
are markedly non-native like (e.g., *in the other hand; *in my point of view; *pay time
on). One reason for this difQiculty in L2 learners to acquire a native-like use of formulaic
language could be due to their inability to notice these chunks, especially if they only
encounter them through text. Wible (2008) draws to attention the fact that text-oriented
EFL learners, unlike native speakers, are often Qirst exposed to language as text and
somehow must discover that the word forms separated by white space on the page Qit
together to form language chunks. EFL learners do not have the advantage of being able
to acquire the aural language chunk Qirst to contrast it with the written form. This may
be indicative that EFL learners would beneQit more from having more exposure to
repeated contexts.
Using self-paced reading of sentences containing multiword patterns, Kim and Kim
(2012) investigated whether the frequency of collocating pairs of words that appeared
within the multiword patterns would have an effect on the recognition of the multiword
patterns by EL1 and ESL learners of English. Their prediction that frequency is a factor
that affects the degree to which ESL learners holistically store and retrieve multiword
units during processing was correct. The EL1 learners’ response times for low frequency
targets were signiQicantly longer than both mid-level and high frequency targets, but the
ESL learners only showed a difference between the low and high frequency targets. It
appears as if EL1 learners store most multiword units as chunks whereas ESL learners
only store “those that are most widely used and encountered in their daily life” (p. 838).
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Huang, Wible, and Chou (2012) conducted a study to investigate whether formulaic
input would affect EL1 learners and EFL learners’ language processing. In a pre-test they
found that both EL1 and EFL learners showed a processing advantage for formulaic
sequences over non-formulaic sequences; however, EL1 learners were able to recognize
formulaic sequences one word position earlier than EFL learners. Taking formulaic
sequences used in the pretest that showed no processing advantage for EFL learners, it
was investigated whether frequency (providing more encounters) or salient input (i.e.,
underlining) could facilitate EFL learners’ processing of the formulaic sequences. Eye
tracking results showed that frequency was more effective at facilitating EFL learners to
process the formulaic sequences as Qixed units than underlining, yet, as with the other
formulaic sequences from the pre-test, EFL learners still recognized the formulaic
sequences one word position later than EL1 learners.
The results of Huang et al. (2012) support those of previous research (e.g., Conklin &
Schmitt, 2008; Schmitt & Underwood, 2004) but also show how EFL learners can
improve processing of formulaic language when provided adequate input. The
advantage of frequency over highlighting in making formulaic language more salient to
EFL learners is of interest to the incidental L2 vocabulary acquisition research
community because highlighting and other types of text enhancement have been argued
as being more effective than frequency of exposure (Bruton, Ló pez, & Mesa, 2011). The
inQluence of the appearance of target vocabulary within the same repeated context (i.e.,
patternedness) has yet to be considered as a potential inQluence on the acquisition of
vocabulary encountered incidentally through reading.
Reviewing the literature on formulaic language found a lack in previous research that
speciQically addresses incidental acquisition of target vocabulary that appears within
multiword patterns. However, there are still some Qindings that are pertinent to the
discussion of incidental acquisition of vocabulary. Past research has shown differences in
the processing of multiword patterns by native and non-native speakers. Some studies
have shown positive results of L2 learners acquiring the ability to detect and also
incidentally acquire collocations through reading. Results also seem to indicate that with
more exposure, L2 learners should become more equipped at multiword processing.
However, no incidental vocabulary acquisition studies have taken a look at how the
repeated appearance of unknown target words within the same surrounding context
may affect incidental acquisition through reading.
The majority of L2 vocabulary research has treated vocabulary as individual words
isolated by white space on a page. Schmitt (2010) points out that this is due to
convenience; the isolated word as a lexical unit is convenient to identity, teach, and
research. However, there is an increasing awareness that language learners do not learn,
process, or produce language word by word. Instead, learners learn, produce, and
process language in chunks. It is with these thoughts in mind that the current research
was undertaken to determine whether there the repeated exposure of unknown target
words within the same surrounding context would have an effect on incidental
vocabulary acquisition through reading.
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Methodology
Research participants
Although previous incidental vocabulary acquisition studies have been conducted for
different L1s and L2s, few incidental vocabulary acquisition studies have compared
acquisition results between native and non-native speakers of the same target language.
To allow for more controlled comparison between studies it must be ensured as with the
present investigation that participant groups have read the same target text and been
assessed over the same target vocabulary. This required the recruitment of both EL1 and
EFL participant groups. The focus of the current investigation was on the incidental
acquisition of vocabulary by adult learners receiving tertiary education in their home
countries. EFL instead of ESL learners were intentionally chosen to take part in this
investigation since they receive less exposure to aural input, thus relying heavily on
textual input for language learning.
EL1 learners. The EL1 learners needed to be monolingual English speakers and to have
never read the target text prior to taking part in the investigation. To locate willing
participants, a recruitment letter was given to students enrolled in two general
education English literature courses and one general education introduction to applied
linguistics course from two mid-western state universities in the United States. At the
time of the experiment most of the EL1 learners (n = 20; female = 16; male = 4; M = 33
yr.; SD = 14; Mdn = 31) were studying for undergraduate degrees (n = 18), and there was
one master’s and one Ph.D. student. The EL1 learners were studying for a range of
degrees including: applied sciences (n = 5); computer science (n = 3); liberal arts (n = 4);
business & management (n = 7); and undecided/university studies (n = 1). Each EL1
learner was given a bookstore gift certiQicate for taking part in the study.
EFL learners. The EFL learners needed to be studying EFL at the time of the experiment
and to have never read the target text prior to taking part in the investigation. An intact
class of undergraduate L1 Mandarin Chinese speakers (n = 32; female = 18; male =
14; M = 21; SD = .95; Mdn = 21) enrolled in an advanced English novel reading elective
course at a national university in northern Taiwan were recruited as the EFL learners to
take part in the investigation. The EFL learners were majoring in applied sciences (n =
19) and liberal arts (n = 13). To ensure that the EFL learners vocabulary knowledge was
adequate to allow for unobstructed reading of the target text, participants were
administered the Vocabulary Size Test (VST) (see Nation & Beglar, 2007). The EFL
learners were administered the VST after the reading task and assessments were
completed. At the time of the investigation, they had received EFL instruction for 11-12
years. Since the EFL learners were reading the novels as part of their regular classroom
regime, they were not given bookstore gift certiQicates for taking part in the study.
Procedures
Before the experiment began, both the EL1 and EFL learners were given a detailed
handout including directions regarding how to complete the reading task. They were
unaware that their vocabulary acquisition would be assessed, because it was assumed
that being made aware in advance that vocabulary would be tested could affect the
attention subjects paid to vocabulary encountered in the text. Since this study seeks to
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investigate the incidental acquisition of target vocabulary through reading, the
participants were asked not to consult references or discuss the novel contents with
others. They were speciQically told “Please read the novel in your leisure time without
consulting any other references (for example: the Internet, dictionaries) or discussing
the novel with others (for example: face-to-face with classmates, on-line chats, posting to
social networking sites, over the phone).” On the day the EL1 and EFL learners expected
to be either interviewed or participate in a class discussion, they received a vocabulary
assessment.
Vocabulary size test. Nation (2006) reports that in order for L2 learners to have
unobstructed comprehension of written English they need to have acquired about 8,0009,000 word families. The EFL learners were administered the on-line traditional Chinese
version of the Vocabulary Size Test (VST) located on the Test Your Skill
VocabularySize.com website (http://my.vocabularysize.com/) (Victoria University of
Wellington, 2010). After removal of the three outliers, scores on the VST for the
remaining 29 L2 Experimental participants ranged from 5,000 to 13,500 with an average
score of around 9,300. The average score obtained by the participants nearly reached
the results of doctorial students obtained by Nation and Beglar (2007), indicating the
majority of participants would not have difQiculty in reading the target text chosen for
this research. The EL1 learners were not administered the VST.
Reading task. Each participant was given a hard copy of the 37,611-token target text to
read within two weeks. [1] The EFL learners were given time to read during three
classes (class 1 = 1 hour; class 2 = 3 hours; class 3 = 1 hour), but due to absences, some
participants were unable to take advantage of all Qive class hours given for reading. If
they did not Qinish reading in class, they were told to Qinish reading outside of class. The
classroom teacher had already given the EFL learners the freedom to carry novels
wherever they wanted and read whenever they wanted for other reading tasks;
therefore, the reading task mimicked how the EFL learners usually read novels for the
class.
Target text selection. The BFG (Dahl, 1982) was chosen as the target text because of the
use of giant words. The giant words are made-up words used by one of the main
characters in the novel, The Big Friendly Giant (i.e., The BFG) and the other giants that
live near him. These giant words are unknown to participants reading this novel for the
Qirst time. This means that participants could read the novel outside the classroom
without the possibility of exposure to the giant words in other texts they may encounter.
Furthermore, there was no need to administer a pretest, again because exposure to the
giant words will not occur outside the novel. Eggins (2004) describes the giant words
used in The BFG:
as conform[ing] to possible phonological combinations of English, …exploit[ing] the
phonaesthetic qualities of English sound combinations…incorporate[ing]…the
grammar of English, through the attachment of conventional English morphemes of
tense and word class…Thus the grammatical and phonological resources of the
language function conventionally. (p. 28)
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In other words, the giant words used by the BFG in the novel should not present any
more difQiculties to the participants than any other unknown English words they might
encounter while reading. Below is an excerpt from the novel in which The BFG
introduced Sophie, a little orphan girl, to his favorite drink, frobscottle:
‘Frobscottle,’ announced the BFG. ‘All giants is drinking frobscottle.’
‘Is it as nasty as your snozzcumbers?’ Sophie asked.
‘Nasty!’ cried the BFG. ‘Never is it nasty! Frobscottle is sweet and jumbly!’
He got up from his chair and went to a second huge cupboard. He opened it and
took out a glass bottle that must have been six feet tall. The liquid inside it was pale
green, and the bottle was half full. (p. 44)
To determine whether the target text would allow for unobstructed reading by the L2
English-speaking experimental group, the novel was subjected to analysis using the
RANGE computer program (Heatley, Nation, & Coxhead, 2002). The RANGE output for
each list contains the raw number of tokens and types as well as their representative
percentages; a family number is also given. The results for the novel The BFG show that
over 86% of its tokens appear in the Qirst 2000 word families, indicating that the
majority of words that appear in the novel are high frequency words. However, results
also show that 4.17% of the tokens did not register on any of the lists. Manual analysis of
the RANGE results showed a majority of these “off list” tokens represented names
(e.g., BFG = 516 tokens; Bloodblotter = 35 tokens); onomatopoetic words not yet
included in the 16th list (e.g., poo, owch, oweee), and a few real English words that did
not register (e.g., helpings, foggiest, bunt). Out of the 299 suitable word types found in
the target text, 43 occurred at a frequency of three or higher; therefore, these 43 as well
as an additional six randomly chosen nonce words from the remaining 256 with a
frequency of two were selected as the target words for the research. See Appendix A for
individual coding of target words.
Coding for frequency and length. Frequency of occurrence was calculated by allowing
for inQlectional and derivational variation in the form of target words when counting
target word tokens (i.e., tokens of the exact word form as well as inQlected and derived
forms). Frequency ranged from 2 to 91 for the target words (M = 8.12; SD = 13.97; Mdn =
4; MO = 3). Word length was measured as the number of letters that constituted a word.
Length ranged from 5 to 19 letters (M = 9.69; SD = 2.80; Mdn = 9; MO = 9).
Coding of patternedness. Language patterns can be analyzed to determine if they affect
incidental vocabulary acquisition through reading. Wray (2002, p. 19), in a discussion of
identifying formulaic language, states that “…you have to have a reliable set of
representative examples, and these must therefore have been identiQied Qirst.” She goes
on to suggest collecting “…particular linguistic material and then hunt[ing] through it in
some more or less principled way, pulling out strings which, according to some criterion
or group of criteria, can justiQiably be held up as formulaic” (Wray, 2002, p. 20).
Nattinger and DeCarrio (1992) suggest scrutinizing a six-gram (i.e., token) window
adjacent to both sides of a word when searching for language patterns. Using these
guidelines would allow for the analysis of target texts to determine if target words
reoccur in the same context.
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Patternedness refers to the reoccurrence of target words within the same surrounding
context (i.e., a reoccurring n-gram surrounding a target word in the target text read by
participants). Target words were coded as either patterned or non-patterned according
to the percentage of a particular target word’s tokens found appearing within a repeated
context. A threshold of 50% was set for the proportion of tokens of a target word needed
to appear within a repeated context for the target word to be coded as patterned. This
was done by aligning the sentences containing the tokens of each target word in a
similar fashion as a concordancer aligns the results from user queries. With the target
word tokens in the center, the contexts surrounding the target word tokens could easily
be compared for repeated contexts. Examples of the process for two target words (one
coded patterned and one coded non-patterned) are exempliQied in Figures 1 and 2.
Coding resulted in 37 (73%) target words coded as patterned and 12 (17%) as nonpatterned.
Coding of cognateness. Target words that met the following three requirements put for
by Kondrak (2009) were coded as cognate or non-cognate: 1) reoccurring sound
correspondences, 2) phonetic similarity, and 3) semantic afQinity. For example, the target
word chiddlers (i.e.,
children)
was
coded
as cognate whereas
the
target
word gigglehouse (i.e., a girl’s school) was coded as non-cognate. After coding, 30 target
(61%) words were coded as cognate and 19 (39%) as non-cognate.
Coding of lexicalization. Only target words that were lexicalized in English were coded
as lexicalized; all other target words were coded as non-lexicalized. For example, the
target word chiddlers (i.e., children) was coded as lexicalized whereas the target
word squif`lerotter (i.e., an insult of some sort) was coded as non-lexicalized. After
coding, 41 (84%) target words were coded as lexicalized and 8 (16%) as non-lexicalized.
Meaning recall assessment. Previous studies (e.g., Chen & Truscott, 2010; Webb, 2007)
have used translation as a means to assess research participants’ recall of vocabulary
meaning and form. For this research, a meaning recall assessment was constructed in
which research participants were given an alphabetized list of the 49 target words with
instructions to provide as much information as possible, including a direct translation,
about the meaning of the target words in the blank space provided (see Figure 3). EL1
learners were given directions in English and EFL learners were given directions in
Chinese. For this research, only answers that contained the correct translation or a
correct deQinition were scored as correct. For example, for the target
word bellypoppers (i.e., helicopters) the English translation of airplane and the Chinese
translation of 飛機 was considered incorrect; although both airplanes and helicopters
are types of machines that Qly, only the answer helicopters in English or 直升機 in
Chinese was scored as correct. Likewise, a deQinition of an aircraft capable of hover,
vertical and horizontal `light in any direction 一台能夠任意在空中盤旋、垂直及水平飛
行的飛行器 would be considered correct whereas the deQinition an aircraft with wings
driven by jet engines 一台雙翼並以噴射引擎為動力的飛行器 would be considered
incorrect. To further ensure intra-rater reliability, the raters were asked to read through
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Figure 1. Example of process for coding a target word as patterned.
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Figure 2. Example of process for coding a target word as non-patterned.
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all the assessment sheets before they began coding and to constantly refer to the
provided English and Chinese translations during coding. Both also had access to
sentence long contexts in which the 49 target nonce words appeared. To ensure interrater reliability, the two raters were asked to complete the rating independently.
Agreement was reached for nearly 99.8% of the answers (4,498 answers); for the
remaining 10 answers, the raters met and discussed the answers until agreement was
reached. The raters were bilinguals—literate in both English and Chinese, having
received either an MA or PhD in Applied Linguistics. Both had experience in the teaching
of Chinese/English and English/Chinese translation.

Figure 3. Example meaning recall assessment item.
Data Analysis
The meaning recall results were analyzed for both participant groups. In addition to
Pearson correlations, multiple regression models of the data were found using the
method of sequential regression. The assumptions of multiple regression were assessed.
First, it was necessary to test for multicollinearity between the variables by looking for
any high correlations; therefore, Pearson correlations were run for both the EL1 and EFL
data. Fidell and Tabachnick (2001) caution against correlations higher than r = .70; none
of the correlations for both data sets were found to be above .70. Next, P-P plots and
Cook’s D were examined to determine normal distribution of the data. The P-P plot of
the EL1 data showed a little curvature of the points in the distribution; this is evidence
of near normality in the data set, therefore regression analysis could continue (see
Figure 4). The P-P plot of the EFL data showed slight curvature of points in the
distribution; this is evidence of some non-normality in the data set, but it was only slight
and therefore regression analysis could continue (see Figure 5). The maximum Cook’s
distance value found in the EL1 data set was .296 and .261 for the EFL data set,
indicating there were no outliers that are of concern. Examining the data using a
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scatterplot between the studentized residuals and the predicted value of the
standardized residuals show some slight signs of heteroscedasticity for the EFL data but
not for the EL1 data.

Figure 4. P-P plot for EL1 data.
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Figure 5. P-P plot for EFL data.
Item Facility (IF) was measured as the response variable to run the correlations and
multiple regressions. “Item facility (IF) is deQined here as the proportion of students who
answered a particular item correctly” (J. D. Brown, 2003, p. 17). For example, if 10 out of
36 participants answered an item correctly, then the IF for that item would be 0.278
(10÷36 = 0.278), indicating that about 28% of the participants were able to answer that
item correctly. Previous research has indicated that frequency of exposure plays an
inQluential role in the acquisition of vocabulary incidentally acquired through reading (R.
Brown, Waring, & Donkaewbua, 2008; Horst, 2005; Horst et al., 1998; Hulstijn et al.,
1996; Pellicer-Sá nchez & Schmitt, 2010; Rott, 1999; Tekmen & Daloğ lu, 2006; Webb,
2008b; Zahar et al., 2001). Since the current investigation was also particularly
interested in the possible effect of Patternedness on incidental acquisition,
Patternedness was entered after Frequency and prior to the other variables previously
shown to affect acquisition (see Willis & Ohashi, 2012). The explanatory variables were
entered in the following order: Frequency, Patternedness, Length, Cognateness, and
Lexicalization (Patternedness, Cognateness, and Lexicalization were coded and entered
as binary variables).
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Results
Descriptive Statistics
EL1 item facility was higher than EFL item facility for the 49 target word items,
indicating that EL1 learners acquired more target words incidentally than EFL learners.
Looking at the three binary variables in terms of item facility found a similarity in the
pattern for EL1 and EFL learners. EL1 item facility of patterned words was higher than
non-patterned words. EFL item facility of patterned words was higher than nonpatterned words. EL1 item facility of cognate words was higher than non-cognate words.
EFL item facility of cognate words was higher than non-cognate words. ELI item facility
of lexicalized words was higher than non-lexicalized words. EFL item facility of
lexicalized words was higher than non-lexicalized words. Descriptive statistics are
displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for item facility displayed by variable for both
learner groups
Group

Total
IF
(n =
49)

Patterned
(n = 36)

NonPatterned
(n = 13)

Cognate
(n = 30)

NonCognate
(n = 19)

Lexicalized
(n = 41)

NonLexicalized
(n = 8)

EL1

.518
(.281)

.538
(.281)

.462
(.285)

.592
(.297)

.401
(.213)

.518
(.286)

.313
(.131)

EFL

.213
(.288)

.237
(.308)

.147
(.220)

.314
(.325)

.054
(.084)

.251
(.300)

.020
(.033)

Note. Standard deviations in parentheses; n = target words.
Correlations
Table 2 shows the Pearson correlations between Item Facility (IF) and the explanatory
variables for the EL1 learners’ meaning recall results. Three signiQicant correlations
were found. The explanatory variable that correlates most strongly with IF is
Cognateness, followed by Lexicalization, and Qinally Frequency. These correlations are
positive, indicating that it was generally easier for the EL1 group to learn and retain
more frequently occurring lexicalized cognates.
Table 2. Correlations between variables for EL1 Meaning Recall
IF

Frequency

Patternedness

Length

Cognateness

Lexicalization

IF
Frequency

.325*

Patternedness

.122

.229

Length

.005

-.143

-.133

.334**

.125

.186

-.315*

.326*

.128

.235

-.268*

Cognateness
Lexicalization

.555***

Note. * < .05, ** < .01, *** < .001.
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Table 3 shows the Pearson correlations between IF and the explanatory variables for the
EFL learners meaning recall results. Four signiQicant correlations were found. The
explanatory variable that correlates most strongly with IF is Frequency, followed by
Cognateness, then Lexicalization, and Qinally Length. All the correlations are positive
except between IF and Length, indicating that it was generally easier for the EFL group
to learn and retain shorter more frequently occurring lexicalized cognates.
Table 3. Correlations between variables for EFL Meaning Recall
IF

Frequency

Patternedness

Length

Cognateness

Lexicalization

IF
Frequency
Patternedness
Length
Cognateness
Lexicalization

.456***
.140

.229

-.242*

-.143

-.133

.444***

.125

.186

-.315*

.300*

.128

.235

-.268*

.555***

Note. * < .05, *** < .001.
Multiple Regression Models
Two sequential regressions were run to examine the effects of the individual explanatory
variables on the meaning recall scores for the EL1 and EFL learners (explanatory
variables not shown to signiQicantly correlate with IF were dropped out of the models).
The EL1 multiple regression model found using the sequential procedure consisted of
three explanatory variables: Frequency, Cognateness, and Lexicalization. The EFL
multiple regression model found using the sequential procedure consisted of four
explanatory variables: Frequency, Length, Cognateness, and Lexicalization. Table 4
shows that Model 3, with all three explanatory variables, accounted for 21.5% of the
variance in meaning recall scores for the EL1 learners. Table 5 shows that Model 4, with
all four explanatory variables accounted for 36.5% of the variance in the meaning recall
scores for the EFL learners. According to the models, frequently occurring cognates will
be more likely to be acquired and retained by both groups of learners.
Table 4. Multiple Regression Models found using a sequential regression
procedure with EL1 meaning recall data
Model

r

r2

r2
Change

Frequency Beta

1

.325

2
3

Cognateness
Beta

.106

.106*

.325

.439

.193

.087*

.297

.288

.464

.215

.022

.277

.199

Lexicalization
Beta

.180

* p < .05 signiQicant F change between current and previous model using an ANOVA
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Table 5. Multiple Regression Models found using a sequential regression
procedure with EFL meaning recall data
Model

r

r2

r2
Change

Frequency
Beta

Length
Beta

Cognateness
Beta

1

.456

.208

.208***

.456

2

.490

.240

.032

.430

-.181

3

.603

.364

.124**

.399

-.068

.373

4

.604

.365

.001

.398

-.065

.354

Lexicalization
Beta

.036

** p < .01, *** p < .001 signiQicant F change between current and previous model using an
ANOVA

Discussion and Implications
The results showed that the largest contributor to acquisition (i.e., IF) for both groups as
shown on the meaning recall results was frequency, followed by cognateness.
Furthermore, adding the variables of length and lexicalization to the models did little in
explaining the total variance of the meaning recall scores. These results have several
implications for pedagogy and research methodologies used for investigating the
incidental acquisition of vocabulary through reading. Below these implications are
discussed.
First, the result conQirms previous research showing that repeated encounters with
vocabulary affects the likelihood of incidental acquisition (Pellicer-Sá nchez & Schmitt,
2010; Rott, 1999; Saragi et al., 1978; Zahar et al., 2001). One of the most convenient
ways for adult EFL learners to receive vocabulary exposure is through extensive reading
and there have been several successful studies showing that extensive reading can lead
to increased vocabulary knowledge by adult EFL learners (Daskalovska, 2011; PellicerSá nchez & Schmitt, 2010; Sabet, Barekat, & Fayazi, 2013; Sato, 2012); however, as Sheu
(2003) points out, in Taiwan extensive reading is less accepted as a route of vocabulary
development with rote methods receiving more acceptance. Even for contexts in the
greater China region that claim faithfulness to aims of extensive reading methods of
language education, once investigated further, it is evident that publishers and teachers
are not actually adhering to those aims (Renandya, Hu, & Xiang, 2015). Still, some
researchers in the Taiwan context have found extensive reading to aid learners in
acquiring contextually dependent vocabulary features (Wang, 2013), for example, to
acquire collocations requires repeated exposure to different occurrences since no
grammar rules exist to explain why certain word pairs collocate while other word pairs
do not (Webb, Newton, & Chang, 2013). In addition, the positive effect repeated
exposure to words in context has on acquisition can be further enhanced if the repeated
words appear within self-selected texts (Bai, 2011; Lee, 2005, 2006).
Although contextualized exposure to vocabulary can lead to a deeper understanding and
eventual acquisition of words, this conclusion does not indicate the process of
acquisition is efQicient. In other words, extensive reading is considered as a convenient
route to acquire vocabulary, but it may not always be the quickest route to increasing
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one’s vocabulary (Cobb, 2007); therefore, to increase acquisition efQiciency, a systematic
extensive reading program that allows for manipulation of frequency through the use of
computer assisted language learning technologies (Cobb, 2007, 2008; Horst, 2005) or
through graded readers (Nation & Wang, 1999) is recommended. Such systems provide
and guarantee routes for learners to encounter frequent enough vocabulary exposure
that will thus increase the likelihood of acquisition after exposure. However, the
frequency effect only occurs when learners recognize repeated exposures to vocabulary
as such. Post-hoc analysis of previous incidental vocabulary acquisition studies has
shown researchers to operationalize repeated exposure in their studies differently
(Reynolds & Wible, 2014). It is therefore necessary as has been done in the current
investigation to clearly operationalize frequency of occurrence, indicating whether the
counting of only exact tokens, lemmas, or word families has been used to investigate the
frequency effect. This allows for more direct comparisons to other studies. In addition,
extensive reading of printed or digital texts should not be the only form of lexical input
learners receive, instead these texts can and should be combined and incorporated into
other incidental learning (Reynolds, 2014) and interactive learning activities (Racine et
al., 2013). In fact, a meta-analysis of extensive reading research by Nakanishi (2014)
indicates extensive reading leads to gains in reading comprehension and should be
incorporated into any language-learning curriculum. As the meta-analysis suggests,
extensive reading and frequent input can also induce other aspects of language learning
besides vocabulary (Ellis, 2012).
Discussing the general acquisition of vocabulary is quite straightforward, especially
when considered only in conjunction with frequency of exposure. However, when certain
vocabulary features are considered, it becomes more difQicult to draw direct conclusions.
Still, there are some guidelines that EFL teachers and researchers may want to consider.
Frequency is Qlexible and can be manipulated, but cognateness is a Qixed word property
that cannot be controlled. Some have recommended teachers in Japan devote less class
time to explaining the meanings of cognates, since less exposure is likely needed to
encourage acquisition (Willis & Ohashi, 2012). However, recent research (Reynolds,
2016) with Taiwanese EFL learners indicates they are unaware of the quantity of English
and Chinese cognates, which often results in awkward translations, especially for local
cuisine (Su & Du, 2015). Teachers in Taiwan, therefore, may wish to remind students
these cognates do exist, especially for concepts originating from Anglophone cultures. As
for incidental vocabulary acquisition researchers, they should consider the effect of
cognateness on acquisition when nonce words are used that mimic the real words they
represent. Pitts et al. (1989) reported the use of nonce words to be problematic in their
study. “Two items had abnormally high scores. The Qirst item was nochy, meaning ‘night’.
This is close to the Spanish word for ‘night’, noches. The second item was moloko,
meaning ‘milk’” (p. 273). SigniQicant correlations were found between IF and
cognateness in both data sets, indicating that cognates played a facilitative role in the
incidental acquisition of vocabulary through reading. For the EL1 group this is indicative
that the readers may have been able to associate the nonce word with the corresponding
English word. The results from the EFL group points towards the conclusion that they
may have already acquired the real English word and therefore were able to associate
the already acquired English words with their cognate nonce words. Future research
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should investigate for this “nonce word effect” by comparing gain scores of two
comparable experimental groups, one group receiving exposure to nonce words and
another the real word equivalents. Future studies that wish to utilize nonce words as
target words and control for the effect of cognateness should ensure that the nonce
words do not share the cognate features (i.e., reoccurring sound correspondences,
phonetic similarity, and semantic afQinity) of participants’ L1 or L2.
Comparisons between the two groups that were involved in the current investigation
should be made carefully, especially considering the different environmental conditions
of the two groups. Furthermore, the EFL learners were younger than the EL1 learners.
Nakanishi’s (2014) meta-analysis of extensive reading research showed the effect of
extensive reading increases with age, but “…more research is required to conQirm this
hypothesis” (p. 21). Nakanishi failed to Qind a signiQicant difference in the effect of
extensive reading for university students (d = 1.12) and adults (d = 1.48). So, although
there is some possibility that age could be responsible for some difference in the
acquisition results reported in the current investigation, it is likely the difference is not
signiQicant. Any difference found might be due to the L1 language backgrounds. The
correlation between frequency and IF for the EL1 learners was r = .325 and r = .456 for
the EFL learners. A tentative interpretation is frequency mattered more to the EFL
learners than the EL1 learners. In addition, there was a slight difference between the
two groups in terms of the correlation between cognateness and IF, with r = .334 for the
EL1 learners and r = .444 for the EFL learners.
Correlations between patternedness and IF for both learner groups were not found to be
statistically signiQicant. Recurrent patterns of the surrounding context do not appear to
have positively affected the incidental acquisition of target words. This conclusion was
drawn through the analysis of vocabulary assessment data collected after reading.
However, there is no way of knowing how the participants treated the target words or
the recurring surrounding contexts while reading. With the advent of eye trackers, it is
possible to conduct future research that gives a better picture of what happens when L1
and L2 speakers are exposed to unknown vocabulary through reading. For instance,
Williams and Morris (2004) found the context surrounding novel words received longer
Qixation time than the context surrounding familiar words; however, they did not look for
a difference in Qixation time for contexts that were repeated and those that were not
repeated for novel words.
Limitations and Further Study
The mode frequency of the target words used in the current investigation is three. Since
previous research has shown the more frequent the input, the more likely participants
are able to recognize multiword patterns as such, it is therefore not surprising that there
was not a statistical correlation between IF and patternedness. Therefore, the results of
the current study are limited in that target words did not appear in more frequency
recurring context. In addition to the use of eye tracking processing measurements,
future incidental vocabulary acquisition through reading research should make
comparisons between patterned and non-patterned vocabulary occurring at different
frequencies of exposure. Using such a method to manipulate frequency will allow for a
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more controlled comparison of the effects of patternedness on the incidental acquisition
of vocabulary through reading.
The current research deQined patternedness as reoccurring n-grams containing the
target words naturally occurring in the target text given to participants to read. Wray
and Perkins (2000) provide a good overview of all the different multiword pattern types
(e.g., polywords, phrasal constraints, meta-messages, sentence builders, situational
utterances, verbatim texts; inter alia) reviewed in previous literature. The current study
investigated the effect of only one type of multiword pattern on the incidental
acquisition of vocabulary encountered through reading. Future research should be
conducted to determine whether other types of patternedness occurring in target texts
positively affect the incidental acquisition of vocabulary.
Previous research has shown that the more proQicient a person is in a target language,
the better the person may perform at incidentally acquiring vocabulary in the language
(Tekmen & Daloğ lu, 2006); although the vocabulary sizes of the EFL learners was
obtained, future research should try to measure other language outcomes, such as
comprehension, especially when longer target texts are given to participants.
Unfortunately, while trying to construct a reading task more representative of realistic
reading habits some control over extraneous variables was loosened. Future research
should investigate whether allowing participants the freedom to read outside of a
controlled environment affects acquisition outcomes. Lastly, the current investigation
measured vocabulary growth after the reading had been done. Therefore, only the
acquisition of the vocabulary was measured and analyzed. Future research should
attempt to complement such data with real-time processing data to provide a more
comprehensive picture of what is occurring when learners encounter unknown words
through reading.
The current investigation was undertaken to determine whether several variables (i.e.,
frequency, patternedness, length, cognateness, and lexicalization) affected the incidental
acquisition of vocabulary through reading by adult EL1 and EFL learners. Results
indicated that frequency and cognateness had a noticeable effect on acquisition for both
learner groups with frequency mattering more to the EFL learners. The results of the
investigation provide support for the claim that reading can be a viable route for L1 and
L2 vocabulary development. It is hoped that the current investigation can draw attention
to the need of more research simultaneously investigating for the effects of multiple
variables on the incidental acquisition of vocabulary through reading.
Note
Hyphens and apostrophes are treated as spaces; therefore, I’ve is counted as two tokens
as is cross-legged.
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Appendix A
Nonce Word

English
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l EFL
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h

Cognatenes
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